Best by Design

Portable Safety Built to Last

D

esigned for optimal fall-arrest defense, SeamSAFE
anchors have been rigorously tested to exceed/meet
ANSI and OSHA standards and support up to 5,000 pounds.
They are 100% guaranteed and made in the USA.
The anchor consists of two solid blocks of 6061-T aircraft
aluminum that clamp onto a single standing seam. Three
bolts with locking washers and nuts connect the blocks.
The anchor functions by loosening the nuts, separating the
blocks, and fitting them over a single standing seam. After
positioning on a metal seam, the nuts are tightened with a
single box-end wrench.
Once a SeamSAFE anchor is properly attached to a metal
roof seam and tethered to a roofer’s harness, the anchor
will break any fall.

SeamSAFE anchors represent the gold standard
in portable fall protection for standing seam roofers.
• Twice the holding surface of other standing seam anchors
• Fast, single-wrench installation in under a minute
• Low-profile geometry to reduce slip potential
• Lightweight, hands-free transport
In addition, SeamSAFE anchors can be used to mount
rooftop apparatus that ranges from solar panels to walkways
to heavy equipment.

Superior Fall Protection & Versatility

When Safety Counts
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Contact Us
To learn more about SeamSAFE products, visit SeamSAFE.
com or call 855-263-1521. We encourage you to contact
us anytime if you have questions or seek advice on which
anchor best meets your needs.
Doug Mullins SeamSAFE Owner and Inventor
doug@constructionspecialtyanchors.com
Kristi McClure Vice President of Sales
kristi@constructionspecialtyanchors.com
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When Safety Counts,
Choose SeamSAFE

A

dvanced design and expert engineering make
SeamSAFE roof anchors the best choice for fall
protection for anyone working on a standing seam metal
roof. No other anchor matches the construction integrity,
safety features and versatility provided by SeamSAFE.
Unparalleled Holding Surface: SeamSAFE anchors protect
standing seam roofers with the most secure and largest
gripping surface of any anchor in the industry. Roofers
benefit from 12 inches of holding surface, compared to only
4 to 6 inches that other anchors provide.

ANCHORS
Anchors come
in five sizes to
accommodate
nearly all standing
seam roofs.

The Model 1 anchor
handles seam heights
of 1.25+” and widths
of .6”. For illustrations
of other models, visit
SeamSAFE.com

ROOF BRACKETS
Pair with SeamSAFE
anchors to provide
secure support for
roofers, tools and
materials.

Multi-Purpose Utility: SeamSAFE anchors are designed
for both temporary and permanent use. In addition to fall
protection, the anchors can be used to hold solar panels,
roof jacks and other rooftop objects in place. When fitted
with SeamSAFE mounting adapters, the anchors effectively
secure heavy equipment and other rooftop apparatus to
standing seam roofs.

Since introducing the first standing seam anchor more than
a decade ago, SeamSAFE has continued to lead in safety,
features and performance.

M1-SIZE
ANCHOR

Fast, Easy Installation: SeamSAFE anchors are lightweight
and easily carried to a roof hands free by being clipped to a
roofer’s belt. Installing a SeamSAFE anchor takes a minute or
less and only requires a single wrench to tighten three bolts.

Complete Safety System: SeamSAFE anchors can be used
along with SeamSAFE roof brackets to provide the ultimate
fall-arrest system. Together, they offer secure support for
standing seam roofers, their tools and roofing materials.

SeamSAFE: The Trusted
Name in Fall Protection

MOUNTING
ADAPTERS
Use with SeamSAFE
anchors to securely
mount rooftop
equipment.

Anchor Sizes
A variety of anchor sizes are available to accommodate
nearly every standing seam metal roof. Custom anchors
are also available.

Anchor
Models
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

Seam
Height
1.25+ inches
1.25+ inches
2.25+ inches
1.25+ inches
1.25+ inches

Maximum
Seam Width
.6 inch
1 inch
.6 inch
1.3 inches
.85 inch

SeamSAFE Roof Brackets
When paired with SeamSAFE anchors, SeamSAFE roof
brackets enhance productivity and safety by providing
a means to mount a temporary rooftop walk board for
roofers to use during installations and repairs. The brackets
also are used to create a staging area on the roof for gear
and materials.
SeamSAFE Mounting Adapters
SeamSAFE mounting adapters can be used along with
SeamSAFE anchors to attach HVAC units, industrial piping,
walk boards, permanent steps, handrail systems, and
other devices to standing seam roofs. The adapter fits all
SeamSAFE anchors and features a 4-inch x 4-inch mounting
surface with precision-drilled holes. The unique design
allows for flexible, reliable mounting of a full range of
rooftop equipment.

